the benchmark
for luxury seating

Design in partnership with
James Theobald:
Working alongside most notably Theo Kalomirakis, James
felt the need to design a more
classical chair for use in their
projects.
A timeless design was sketched and together with our
master craftsman, the “Bruges”
chair was created. Beautiful
piped stitching follows the
chair curves, while the back
cushion is detailed with tufted
buttons to complete the look.

high back

features:
Fine European leather collection: 4 leather grades ranging 70 colors. Extensive fabric collection, including
suede, velours, chenille, ... Customer supplied leather or fabric option available.
Steel motorized incline mechanism. Lower back allowing for accoustical freedom, while not compromising
comfort or support
A black or silver/grey push-button control module is seamlessly integrated into the armrest for operation of
relax mechanism.
Hand-cut foam cushioning: with high-density foam, webbed backrest and zig-zagseat support, promises years
of comfort and performance.
Custom made to order allows for vast range of personalization to fit individual home theater designs and user
requirements.
Also available with hi back allowing for extra support featuring an articulating headrest.
Also available in manual version.
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low back

Control buttons for
motorized incline system,
available in silver and black

Options &
customizations
- Contrast Stitching or piping & design buttons
- Adjustments to firmness of foam
- Embroidery of logo, names, ...
- Custom color cupholders
- Swarovski crystal buttons
- D-box Motion ready
- Cupholder tray
- Crowson Motion - Integrated tactile effects system
- Battery pack for operation of relax mechanism

100 cm - 39,37”
160 cm - 63”

57 cm - 22,44”

armrests
12 cm
4,72”

28 cm
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18 cm
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28 cm
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18 cm
7,07”

100 cm / 39,37”

91 cm - 35,83”

109 cm - 42,91”

high back

64 cm / 25,20”

74 cm - 29,13”

90 cm - 35,43”

low back

100 cm - 39,37”
172 cm - 67,72”
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dimensions may vary due to leather, foam thickness and density, covering materials and position
of reclining mechanism. Allow for small deviations - especially for row configurations
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